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Kartikeya Class X and Harini Class VI had exposure
to insect olfaction-related work in Dr.Kesavan
Subaharan’s Veterinary Entomology laboratory, ICAR
- National Bureau of Agricultural Insect Resources,
Yelahanka campus, from April 24th to 28th 2023.
During their internship program, students spent
time culturing insects for experiments, Identifying
various bio stages of insects, and Identifying
compounds that are toxic to insects.
Students were excited to see the world of insects both
beneficial and harmful and ecologically safe
strategies adopted to manage them. They tried
learning clean and green technologies in pest
management.

Testing if 2.42 micrograms of
Citronellol Formate

can effectively kill ten
pulse beetles 

SCOPE TO EXPLORE
ON SCIENTIFIC

TEMPER



Hithesh Karnam Class X and Harshika Adapala Class X took part in
the Summer School of Practical Electronics, organized by the
Electronics and Engineering group of Raman Research Institute,
Bangalore, from 19th April to 19th May 2023.
          Children attended lectures - demonstrations given by Professors
of various departments. In practical sessions students learned about
semiconductors, making PCB, to construct different types of circuits
with PCBs and Breadboards. They were also exposed to simple
projects in Arduino.
          Children shared their experiences with their classmates by
compiling their work in the form of PPT. 

PLATFORM PROVIDED BY VISHWA VIDYAPEETH



“Don't let your learning lead to knowledge, let your learning lead to action.”

Orientation for Class XI Science helped students and parents in understanding how the academic year will function.
The principal encouraged the students to strive for excellence and work towards their goals and wished them luck for
their future endeavors. The students were delighted to begin their Academic Year with lot of zeal and enthusiasm. 



Welcoming  Students of  class
XI science for a new
beginning.



Grades X AND IX JOIN US back to achieve their dreamsGrades X AND IX JOIN US back to achieve their dreams  



  Orientation marks a successful beginning of a school session as it assures the new students that they
made the right decision in choosing their school. It also helps students prepare for a successful career
with a clear vision about what lies ahead and what can be achieved at the end of their courses. 
               Children were happy to know about various options and facilities they avail at Vishwa
Vidyapeeth may it be for language options or sports(indoor and outdoor), music,Bhagavad Gita etc.

“COMING TOGETHER IS A BEGINNING, STAYING TOGETHER IS PROGRESS, AND“COMING TOGETHER IS A BEGINNING, STAYING TOGETHER IS PROGRESS, AND

WORKING TOGETHER IS SUCCESS.”WORKING TOGETHER IS SUCCESS.”





Vishwa Vidyapeeth CBSE warmly welcomed the children from Grade 1 to Grade 8 respectively to their 1st

assembly after summer vacation.

Special assembly was hosted at Vishwa Vidyapeeth CBSE campus by the teachers Mrs. Swathi Singh and Mrs.

Apoorva.S along with all the dear teachers participating in the assembly presenting one or the other event. 

“Small cheer and great welcome makes a merry feast.”



“JUST A LITTLE SOMETHING FROM US TO YOU.”

It is just about time to welcome students back to

school! Teachers at Vishwa Vidyapeeth CBSE

prepared beautiful handmade welcome gifts for their

class children involving lots of love and best wishes.

First day jitters are a real thing for many students,

and a small gift from the teachers may be just the fun

thing to put our dear children at ease!



“Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for with ardor and
attended to with diligence.”

Vishwa Vidyapeeth believes that education is a never-ending process. It doesn’t stop after earning a degree and starting a career.
Through continuing education, career-minded individuals can constantly improve their skills and become more proficient at their

jobs. At Vishwa Vidyapeeth CBSE our beloved principal ma’am Mrs. Shanthi Seetharaman has provided all of us a great opportunity in
the school by encouraging teachers to pursue professional development, not only to ensure the best learning outcomes for their

students but also to be more effective and satisfied in various other aspects of their work.
Sessions by Ms. Rajeshwari, Ms. Megha, Ms.Neerja, Ms.Reshma,Ms.Namitha along with the S2S team for Maths and Science teachers

were conducted in a very effective and successful manner.



Professional Development session by Dr. Archana Shukla

“Biodiversity we must keep, so in the future we don’t weep.”

At Vishwa Vidyapeeth we all had a wonderful opportunity to meet
Dr.Archana Shukla and understand and her brilliant inspiring work with
regard to:

1. Biodiversity
2. Initiating bar codes to trees
3. Creating sparrow house and installing them above the ventilators
4. Involving students in ‘Project Based Learning’ 
5. Collaborating with the forest department, the commissioner for her
support in her projects.

“Give value to each and every organism.”



EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

The Teacher Exchange Program, like all exchanges, is
intended to provide participants with broad exposure to

varied culture and society, and to foster greater appreciation
among fellow teachers.

One such opportunity was created in Vishwa Vidyapeeth to
provide us with an opportunity to collaborate with B.S

International school.
The collaboration was on curriculum,pedagogy,and various

best practices in the school followed by a campus tour.
The programme also included an insightful session by CBSE

Principal,Smt Shanthi Seetharaman. 
This program ensured educators return to their schools to

share what they've learned and implement for better
teaching and learning.



Curriculum CommitteeCurriculum Committee

2023 - 20242023 - 2024
Evaluate student needs.
Evaluate teaching methods.
Develop learning goals.
Develop learning plans to meet learning goals.
Develop and compile curriculum to drive lessons and instructions.
Review and recommend educational software, books, videos, and
other resources.

Objectives of Curriculum Team at VVP



Today, going back to school after two months off felt different. I suppose I'd say that every
year, but  this time I noticed many new faces with new hope and new aspirations.

 
At first I felt a bit astray, but I chose to see this as a positive change. I believed that this

year would bring a better teaching style and more opportunities for participation and
interaction in everything we do.

 
Overall, today was enjoyable. There were a few lighter moments, but most of the day was
pleasant and refreshing. I felt hopeful about this year, expecting it to be a time of growth,

new experiences, and making connections.
 

We also had a sports period where we could meet our friends after a long time and play
with them and have fun with them overall, it was joyful when our class teacher made a gift

for us and gave it to us as it was our first day after vacations.

Student Reflection on Reopening Day

Daman Vamsi 
Class IX A



“Ability may take you to the top, but it takes character to stay there.”

Learning Bhagavad Gita teaches me to lead a
good life,Yoga helps to stay intact with my soul
and mind.

Roshan J
Class XI Science

In the Personality Development Class, I am guided to
believe in myself,  to appreciate small wins, and learn from
losses while maintaining a positive outlook. It helps me to
feel confident, which in turn manifests in the way I carry

myself. Also, to take care of my physical and mental
health, and to know that nobody is smart enough to know

everything and that we all learn as we grow.
 



Creatives by
Class IX &
X students



COMMUNICATION The first is communication between home and
school. Like any relationship in life, communication between the

parent and the child’s teacher is key.
Creating an opportunity to interact and talk to the child's teacher

throughout the year will definitely enhance the child’s performance.
 

CONSISTENCY The second component of an effective partnership is
consistency. This involves opportunities and experiences the parent

provide at home to support the child’s learning.
This also is an important component which can be practiced in the

form of frequent PTMs and constructive feedback sessions between
teacher and parent.

COLLABORATION The third component of partnering is
collaboration. Collaboration will be easier if communication is

frequent, and the parent consistently create opportunities for the
child’s learning. 

 
Reshma Bhattacharya

Teacher’s CornerTHE THREE C’S: PARENT-TEACHER PARTNERSHIP 


